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probe Neurobiotin (NB) and traced all cells that were coupled to the injected cell 22 . 140 141
In the retina wholemount, we targeted individual mural, endothelial cells, astroglia and neurons. To 142 identify each cell we relied on a set of characteristic anatomical features, molecular and 143 immunohistochemical markers ( Figure 2D ). As illustrated in Figure 2C ,E, 15 minutes following NB 144 injection, a "chain" of GJ-coupled cells could be revealed (Suppl.Vid.1). To unambiguously identify the 145 injected cell, we supplemented the NB-containing intracellular solution with a larger, GJ-impermeable 146 Alexa dye ( Figure 2B-D) . Furthermore, the NB spread was precluded by meclofenamate (MFA, 40 µM), 147 a selective GJ blocker (Figure 2E,G) . In MFA-treated retina, both Alexa and NB were restricted to the 148 targeted cell (Extended Data S2). Together, this evidence confirms that NB was selectively infused into 149 a targeted cell and its spread occurred through GJs, and not by nonspecific NB uptake. 150 151 Next, for each cell type, coupling strength (CS), a measure of NB spread (Methods) was calculated to 152 yield a coupling matrix of the retinal neurovascular unit ( Figure 2F ,G). The analysis of coupling matrices 153 revealed a number of insights. The majority of connections were homotypic and highly discriminatory 154 across cell types; vascular cells coupled to other vascular cells, astroglia to astroglia, and neurons to 155 neurons. Here, due to lack of heterotypic GJ-coupling, we simplified the approach and treated all 156 neuronal cells as a single group, without further discrimination. Pericytes were coupled predominantly 157 to other neighboring pericytes (CS = 0.47 ± 0.11) and endothelial cells (0.51 ± 0.09, P = 0.24) and 158 8 significantly less to arteriolar smooth muscle cells (0.16 ± 0.13, P < 0.001), glia and neurons (0.10 ± 159 0.06 and 0.10 ± 0.09, respectively, P = 0.001, multi-comparisons ANOVA, Tukey post-hoc, n = 8 mice 160 for each pair). Interestingly, smooth muscle cells on the arterioles were among the least coupled cells 161 (Figure 2 F,H and Suppl. Figure 1 ), evidence for a mechanism, limiting the changes in blood supply 162 beyond the activated region and thus improving spatial accuracy of functional hyperemia. 163 164
Pericyte and endothelial cell connectivity maps shift in response to changing sensory input 165
Having established a spatial mosaic of underlying vasomotor elements, pericytes and their exclusive 166 connectivity maps, we next used the living retina preparation and its natural stimulus light, to test how 167 these interactions change with sensory input. In the brain, neurons are highly tuned to preferential 168 modalities. In particular, retinal neurons tend to respond strongly to stimuli limited to their receptive field 169 size. We hypothesized that this activity would also translate to vascular map activation. If true, this 170 would establish a theoretical upper resolution limit for BOLD-fMRI. To accomplish this, we compared 171 vascular cell coupling under two experimental conditions: a) full-field flickering light (4Hz) and b) spot 172 flickering light (4Hz, 150 µm diameter, that approximates the excitatory center of a retinal ganglion cell 173 receptive field) 23, 24 . To ensure that equal amounts of light were delivered under both approaches, a 174 stationary background was maintained at a mean value of full-field stimulus around a flickering spot 175 center. For easier access and parfocal view of diverse vascular branches, pericytes in the superficial 176 layer were targeted. Nevertheless, NB spread was evaluated across all vascular layers (Extended Data 177 S2). For consistency across multiple samples, we injected pericytes 3-4 branch points away from the 178 feeding artery (~300 µm, Figure 3A -D), thus allowing sufficient space in both up and downstream 179 directions of the vascular tree. We then measured the coupling strength and the directionality index 180 (DI), the measure of upstream vs. downstream bias ( Figure 3F, Methods) . DI values >1 indicate bias 181 towards the feeding artery. We found that under full-field light stimulus, pericytes were coupled to other 182 pericytes and endothelial cells with CS = 0.47 ± 0.12 and 0.51±0.09 (n = 8 mice each, Figure 3E ), 183 respectively. No directional bias was evident (DI = 0.77 ± 0.21), consistent with an even distribution of 184 the vasomotor elements. In stark contrast, spot light stimulus significantly increased coupling strength 185 9 over full-field stimulation (CS = 0.79 ± 0.11, P < 0.001, ANOVA with Tukey's post-hoc, n = 8 mice, 186 Figure 3B ). Surprisingly, this was not driven by a symmetric increase in coupling in both directions from 187 the injected pericyte, as would be predicted from their structural regularity ( Figure 3H -G). Instead, focal 188 sensory input strengthened connections along the shortest path towards a vascular branch feeding the 189 active site with DI = 2.0 ± 0.4 (P < 0.001, ANOVA with Tukey's post-hoc, n = 8 mice), establishing a 190 characteristic "footprint" of a directional vasomotor response. Again, both coupling and directionality 191 were blocked by MFA (40 uM, CS = 0.07 ± 0.06; DI = 0.84 ± 0.15, n = 6 mice). 192
193

Directionality of vasomotor response is driven by local NO signaling 194
Our findings provide a direct evidence for a dynamic connectivity map utilizing a structurally rigid 195 vascular framework 25 , suggesting a potential role in spatial accuracy of functional hyperemia. To further 196 test this, we determined whether the increase in vascular cell coupling was indeed driven by neural 197 activity. Synthesis of NO is a key event in the neurovascular coupling 5, 7 . We therefore hypothesized 198 that blocking nitric oxide synthase (NOS), an enzyme responsible for activity-induced NO production, 199 would diminish vascular coupling. Consistently, during spot light stimulation, application of L-NAME 200 12 Finally, for each contractile cell type we determined the temporal relationship between Ca 2+ increase 266 and vasomotor response ( Figure 5D ). Ca 2+ increase (∆F/F) in the targeted pericyte was significantly 267 higher than that in the other contractile cells (615 ± 139% in targeted pericyte; 129 ± 75% in upstream 268 pericyte; 109 ± 68% in SMC; 27 ± 17% in downstream pericyte; 11 branches, 6 mice). Ca2+ increase in 269 upstream pericytes was also significantly higher than in downstream pericyte. In the smooth muscle 270 cells (SMCs), Ca 2+ increase tended to be lower than in pericytes. However, the peak vasomotor 271 response (∆D/D), initiated by the Ca 2+ wave was significantly larger in SMCs (22 ± 5% in SMC; 11 ± 4% 272 in upstream pericyte; 12 ± 3% in targeted pericyte; 1 ± 1% in downstream pericyte; 11 branches, 6 273 mice). There was little or no vasoconstriction in the downstream pericyte. The efficiency of constriction, 274 defined as the ratio of constriction to Ca 2+ increase (∆D/D / ∆F/F), was significantly higher in smooth 275 muscle cell (0.35 ± 0.3 in SMC; 0.13 ± 0.11 in upstream pericyte; 0.02 ± 0.01 in targeted pericyte; 0.03 276 ± 0.1 in downstream pericyte; 11 branches, 6 mice). Temporal kinetics were also different between 277 pericytes and smooth muscle cells. Time of 10% Ca 2+ increase (T10∆F/F) in the downstream pericyte, if 278 detected, was significantly delayed (285 ± 90 ms in SMC; 661 ± 194 ms in upstream pericyte; 164 ± 35 279 ms in targeted pericyte; 4400 ± 2162 ms in downstream pericyte; 11 branches, 6 mice). Surprisingly 280 when the time of vasoconstriction was compared (T10∆D/D), it was significantly shorter in the remote 281 smooth muscle cells than in the upstream pericytes adjacent to the targeted pericyte (706 ± 150 ms in 282 SMC; 3030 ± 1283 ms in upstream pericyte; 2958 ± 1399 ms in targeted pericyte; 11 branches, 6 283 mice). When we adjusted time of vasoconstriction to the time of Ca 2+ increase (T10∆D/D / T10∆F/F), 284 smooth muscle cells were still significantly faster (2.6 ± 0.5 in SMC; 4.8 ± 1.9 in upstream pericyte; 19 ± 285 9 in targeted pericyte; 11 branches, 6 mice). Thus, higher ∆D/D / ∆F/F coupling efficiency in SMCs 286 compared to pericytes may explain the earlier observations of faster response kinetics of vasomotor 287 response in arteriolar branches during capillary stimulation. 288
289
Diabetic retinopathy disrupts vascular connectivity map, impairing directionality and extent of 290 vasomotor response 291 13
In this study we have demonstrated that the vascular cell coupling, propagation of Ca 2+ increase and 292 resultant vasomotor response rely on active GJs. We also show that these interactions are 293 strengthened by and dynamically shift with changing sensory modality. In diabetic retinopathy (DR), 294
GJs between endothelial cells and possibly endothelial to pericyte cells are selectively eliminated 6, 27 . 295
We injected NG2-GCamp6f mice with streptozotocin (STZ) to induce Type 1 diabetes and to determine 296 how selective elimination of GJs in the vascular relay affects cellular interactions and vasomotor 297 response during the progression of DR. To validate an STZ-induced animal model, we measured the 298 change in functional hyperemia, an early pathology in patients with diabetic retinopathy 28, 29 . We 299 compared blood flow in the retinal capillaries in vivo in response to light flicker, as described earlier 300 ( Figure 6A and Suppl.Vid.2, 3) 30 . We found that blood flow was significantly reduced in STZ-treated 301 animals compared to placebo-treated animals ( Figure 6B ,C; non-diabetic 44.8 ± 5.7 cells/s vs. diabetic 302 34.2 ± 8.4 cells/s; T-TEST, P < 0.001; 6 capillaries per animal, 5 mice per group). In freshly dissected 303 retinal explants, we also found significant reduction in both pericyte-pericyte and pericyte-endothelial 304 cell coupling compared to both sham controls and pre-diabetic animals (at the onset of hyperglycemia, 305 ~3 weeks post STZ-injection ( Figure 6D ,E). This data is consistent with our earlier report, showing 306 selective loss of Cx43-positive "strings" and diminished vasomotor response propagation 6 . A 307 pharmacological block of GJs blocked all coupling of the targeted pericyte ( Figure 6F ), suggesting the 308 progressive nature of DR-related impairment and partial preservation of GJ-mediated communication. 309
Indeed bath application of SNP, partially restored DR-induced vascular coupling ( Figure 6G ). In 310 contrast, application of SNP did not reverse the DR-induced loss of coupling directionality ( Figure 7B ). 311 312 Next, in the living retinal wholemount, we focally stimulated a pericyte with a patch pipette while 313 monitoring Ca 2+ dynamics and vasomotor response ( Figure 7B ). To visualize blood vessel diameter, the 314 mouse was intraperitoneally injected with Evans Blue to label plasma albumin and, therefore, blood 315 ( Figure 7B , magenta) 30 . Contractile cells were identified in transmitted light based on their characteristic 316 "bump on the log" shape ( Figure 7B ). Stimulation of a targeted pericyte (location 5) induced Ca 2+ 317 increase, which did not propagate beyond the stimulated cell ( Figure 7B ,C). In line with the restricted 318 14 Ca 2+ wave, vasoconstriction was limited to the blood vessel underneath the stimulated pericyte ( Figure  319 7B,C). Both Ca2+ wave and vasoconstriction at the targeted pericyte was similar between wild type and 320 diabetic retinas ( Figure 7D , wt: targeted pericyte ∆F/F = 615 ± 139%, ∆D/D = 12 ± 3%, n=11, 6 mice; 321 diabetic: targeted pericyte ∆F/F = 693 ± 234%, ∆D/D = 12 ± 4%, n = 12, 6 mice; ∆F/F P = 0.35, ∆D/D P 322 = 0.84, T-TEST). In contrast to wt, propagation of the calcium wave and vasoconstriction was 323 significantly different in diabetic retinas (wt: upstream pericyte ∆F/F = 129 ± 75%, ∆D/D = 11 ± 5%, n = 324 11, 6 mice; diabetic: upstream pericyte: ∆F/F = 52 ± 62%, ∆D/D = 2 ± 4%, n = 12, 6 mice; ∆F/F P = 325 0.013, ∆D/D P < 0.001, T-TEST; wt: SMCs ∆F/F = 109 ± 68%, ∆D/D = 22 ± 5%, n = 11, 6 mice; 326 diabetic: SMCs ∆F/F = 9 ± 33%, ∆D/D = 0 ± 0%, n=12, 6 mice; ∆F/F P < 0.001, ∆D/D P < 0.001, T-327 TEST). The absence of propagation in the downstream direction was similar in wt and diabetic retinas 328 (wt: downstream pericyte ∆F/F = 29 ± 16%, ∆D/D = 1 ± 3%, n = 11, 6 mice; diabetic: downstream 329 pericyte: ∆F/F = 13 ± 38%, ∆D/D = 0 ± 0%, n = 12, 6 mice; ∆F/F P = 0.22, ∆D/D P = 0.31, T-TEST). In this work we describe a functional connectivity map of pericytes and endothelial cells that mediate 336 the spatial and temporal precision of neurovascular signaling in the retina. We found that pericytes 337 formed a precise 3-D mosaic across the retina. However, in response to sensory stimuli, the vasomotor 338 activity propagated asymmetrically along the feeding branch. This directionality was observed when the 339 stimulus matched neuronal receptive field center size and was driven along a highly discriminatory GJ-340 mediated relay between pericytes and endothelial cells. Pericytes and endothelial cells connected 341 predominantly to other upstream neighboring pericytes and endothelial cells, and less to arteriolar 342 smooth muscles, and not to surrounding neurons and glia. Below, we discuss the implications of our 343 findings, potential mechanisms and new questions that may arise. 344 345
Connectome of the neurovascular unit 346
Functional hyperemia is thought to rely on coordinated activity across a broad vascular network -347 sensing activity changes and then directing blood to an active region. With the exception of a few recent 348 reports 8, 31 , the mechanistic studies of spatial interactions during functional hyperemia have mainly 349 focused on correlations between neural activity and vasomotor elements within a restricted region. 350
Here, in the living retina, we mapped pericytes across a broad capillary network to reveal that they form 351 a mosaic. Interestingly, the observed mosaic was not simply among the pericytes on the same vascular 352 branch, but also among pericytes on disparate capillaries. Our analysis indicates that this arrangement 353 was not a result of inherent isotropy of the vascular network itself, but rather is an evidence for the 354 optimized activity sensing across the tissue volume. However, such a "symmetric" structure, poses a 355 challenge: how to discriminate an active region from its quiescent neighbor? We showed that the spatial 356 accuracy of the vasomotor response was mediated by discriminatory connections among vascular cells 357 along the feeding vascular branch. We found that pericytes and endothelial cells form a functional relay 358 unit by coupling to each other, and not to surrounding neurons and glia. This is intriguing given the 359 abundant expression of various connexins across a wide range of cells in the retina 13 . While the 360 regulatory mechanisms for this discriminatory connexin expression remain unclear, this cellular 361 16 specificity may provide an important insight into the nature of the vascular signaling and its accuracy. 362 Furthermore, limited coupling between smooth muscle cells of the arterioles may have implications to 363 containing the spread of vasoactive signal past the activity site, a step needed to avoid a non-specific 364 broad blood supply. The spatially contained spread of vasoactive signal during functional hyperemia 365 supports the presence of local functional domains 8 . 366
367
Spatial tuning of neurovascular coupling 368
Our findings also suggest that vascular signaling is not only capable of spatially precise delivery of 369 blood to the active region, but is optimized to focal stimulation. The strengthening of both vascular cell 370 coupling and vasomotor response during focal stimulation is likely driven by an optimized neuronal 371 response during the neuronal receptive field center stimulation. This finding is significant as it 372 establishes an upper resolution of fMRI BOLD imaging at the level matching the receptive field of 373 neuronal interactions. It also provides a mechanistic basis for in vivo observations of a spatial resolution 374 at 100-400 µm, corresponding to the areas of cortex activated by a whisker stimulation or by a single 375 ocular dominance column in the visual cortex [32] [33] [34] [35] . Such spatial precision of vasomotor response would 376 require recruitment of the contractile cells exclusively along the active vascular branch and only up to 377 the active site. We found that the recruitment of contractile cells along the active branch was mediated 378 through the discriminative coupling of the vascular cells. This GJ-mediated coupling was essential for 379 fast propagation of a Ca 2+ -wave leading to a vasomotor response along that vascular branch. Ca 2+ -380 wave was restricted to the vascular cells without involvement of neurons, astrocytes, or Müller cells, 381 consistent with a recently described vascular relay circuit 13 . It was likely spreading through ECs, as the 382 current spread through the microvascular endothelium has much higher efficiency than between 383 pericyte to pericyte and pericyte to EC 14, 17, 36, 37 . This fast and non-decaying signal propagation through 384
ECs may rely on active regenerative mechanism 38 and allowed nearly instantaneous activation of cells 385 along the active vascular branch. Interestingly, we showed that both Ca 2+ dynamics and excitation-386 contraction coupling was most efficient in SMA, which may explain faster vasomotor response on 387 remote arterioles compared to capillaries shown both in vitro 36 and in vivo 8 . 388
Once appropriate vascular branch has been activated, the next task is to restrict signal propagation to 389 the active branch without affecting other areas that are supplied by the same feeding artery. First, our 390 cellular tracing and GCaMP6f experiments using intact retina revealed that vascular cells were 391 electrotonically insulated from the surrounding glia and neurons, thus limiting radial spread. Second, 392 pericytes and ECs coupled strongly along the capillary and weakly to ECs and smooth muscle cells on 393 the arteriole. This is consistent with the earlier electrotonic studies in isolated vascular branches where 394 the conductance dropped abruptly at the branching point 14 . Extending recent reports, we also showed 395 that the vasomotor signal was observed from the upstream arteriole up to the active side 8, 16, 39 . 396
Consistently, vascular coupling, Ca 2+ -wave and vasomotor responses were recorded on the upstream 397 side of the active region. This directional response towards the feeding artery was driven exclusively by 398 local NO production and was lost during global sensory stimulation or bath NO application. We further 399 hypothesized that this NO-mediated directionality depended on preferential opening of ECs' GJs in the 400 upstream direction. ECs are highly polarized with respect to blood flow 40, 41 42 . Specifically, caveolae 401 with caveolin-1 and eNOS are abundant in the upstream end of ECs 43 . Caveolin-1 inhibits the activity of 402 eNOS. Upon shear stress 44 or Ca 2+ elevation (as in our zap experiments), eNOS leaves caveolin, binds 403
to Ca 2+ -calmodulin and produces NO 45 . Thus, NO production appears to be compartmentalized 46 in the 404 upstream end of ECs. Consistent with our experiments, NO was shown to nitrosalate Cx43 GJs 405 resulting in their opening 47, 48 . While further studies are needed, polarized distribution of caveolin-1-406 eNOS complex in EC may be a mechanism to control directionality and spatial precision of vasomotor 407 response via selective activation of GJs. 408 409
Implication to neurovascular pathology in diabetic retinopathy 410
In diabetes, vascular pathology is associated with high glucose, causing activation of protein kinase C 411 pathway 49-51 and reduced activity of Cx43 6, 12, 27, 52, 53 . In our experiments with the retina of diabetic mice, 412 cellular coupling, vasomotor response and blood flow were impaired. This is consistent with reduced 413 flicker response and abnormal blood flow in the retina of diabetic patients 53-55 . As we showed in a 414 mouse model of diabetic retinopathy, expression of the Cx43 GJ along the vascular relay is 415 18 preferentially downregulated 6, 13 . Downregulation of GJs lead to restriction of Ca2+ wave and vasomotor 416 response experiments along the vascular branch consistent with a ~5-fold increase in voltage decays 417 along the retinal microvasculature in rat model 56 Methods for wholemount tissue preparation have been described in detail previously 58 . After the animal 458 was euthanized, its eyes were enucleated and placed in bicarbonate-buffered Ames solution (Ames; 459 Sigma, A1420), equilibrated to pH7.4. It has been shown that variations in O2 level in brain tissue can 460 affect functional hyperemia 5 . To reduce any discrepancy O2 level was maintained between 19-24%, 461 20 checked with oximeter (WPI ISO2-D) in the chamber. After dissection of the eyes cornea, iris, and lens 462 were removed. The retina was dissected into four equal quadrants and attached photoreceptor surface 463 down on a modified Biopore Millicell filter (Millipore). This preparation was transferred to a recording 464 chamber and bathed (1 ml/min) with Ames. Pharmacological agents were also prepared in Ames. All 465 experiments were performed at a near physiological temperature of 32°C. 466 467
Identification of pericytes and mosaic measurements 468
In the retina wholemount, identified pericytes were targeted on capillaries in the superficial vascular 469 layer, avoiding those located on arterioles and veins. Capillaries were defined based on several 470 morphological criteria: (i) diameter not exceeding 10 μm, approximately equivalent to the diameter of 471 red blood cells, which are readily present in the living tissue, (ii) lack of a smooth muscle actin. Initially, 472
we targeted fluorescently labeled pericytes in NG2-DsRed mice. In genetically unmodified mice, we 473 ImageJ (NIH, USA). NND was defined in an arrangement of collapsed optical slices within each 478 vascular lamina. We measured N=275 NNDs between pericyte somas on the collaps ImageJ, Simple 479 neurite tracer in a 3D reconstruction. We made N=141 measurements from all three layers. The SRAV 480 routes were manually checked for errors, less than 2% had to be corrected (e.g. manually link non-481 touching pericyte-endfeet). Normal distribution of datasets for mosaic arrangement had been tested 482 with Excel descriptive statistics kurtosis (<1) and skewness (<1). 483 484
Cellular coupling and directionality assessment 485
Cell coupling was assessed using Neurobiotin probe, as described 13 . Electrodes were pulled from 486 borosilicate glass (1B150F-4) with a P-97 Flaming/Brown puller and had a resistance of ∼1-2 MΩ. First, 487 the pipette was filled with filtered Ames solution supplemented with 100 μg/ml papain (~1 Unit/ml). To 488 21 dissolve the vascular basement membrane covering pericytes, the papain-containing solution was 489 focally applied around the target cell for 5 min. Second, a fresh pipette was filled with intracellular 490 solution containing (in mM): 120 Cs-gluconate, 10 tetraethylammonium chloride (TEA-Cl), 1.0 CaCl2, 491 1.0 MgCl2, 11 ethylene glycol-bis(beta-aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N′,N′-tetraacetic acid (EGTA), and 10 492 sodium N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N′-2-ethanesulfonic acid (Na-HEPES), adjusted to pH 7.2 with 493
CsOH. The solution was supplemented with 2% Neurobiotin (Vector, SP-1120) and 0.5% Alexa488-494 hydrazide (ThermoFischer Scientific, A10436). This new pipette was pressed against the cleaned target 495 and the cell membrane was gently pulled inside the pipette until a >200 MOhm seal was established. 496
The alternating voltage steps between -300 mV and +50 mV, 2 Hz, were applied for 1 min to confirm 497 successful targeting of a cell after filling with Alexa488-hydrazide. If the target cell was selectively 498 backfilled with Alexa488, Neurobiotin was electroporated for additional 3 min using +200 mV -50 mV, 2 499
Hz voltage steps. If either the targeted cell was not filled with Alexa488 or Alexa was detected outside 500 of the injected cell, the preparation was discarded. Following Neurobiotin electroporation, the 501 preparation was left for 15 min to allow intercellular Neurobiotin diffusion. All electroporations were 502 made with MultiClamp 700B patch-clamp amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) using Signal 503 software (CED, UK). We have limited injecting cells within the superficial layer for the following reasons: 504 a) a robust access to all cell types for both tracing and targeted stimulation, without causing physical 505 damage to the wholemount tissue and thus substantially reducing the possibility for non-specific tracer 506 pickup, b) all blood vessel types, from the arteriole to finest capillaries, are present in the superficial 507 layer, allowing for the coupling assessment along a contiguous vascular tree, and c) diverse cell types 508 are present, including astroglial cells, that are known to play an active role in neurovascular coupling 7 . 509
The Neurobiotin coupling was assessed across all vascular layers (Extended Data S2). 510
For each targeted cell type, a coupling strength was measured as a ratio of the Neurobiotin stain 511 fluorescence intensity in cell bodies of six nearest neighbors to the Neurobiotin stain intensity in the 512 injected cell body. Therefore, the values approaching 1 indicate strong coupling, while 0, such as in the 513 presence of GJ-blocker MFA, no coupling ( Figure 2F ). In case of pericytes and endothelial cells, 514
Neurobiotin stain intensity was measured in three cells in each direction up-and downstream the 515 22 vascular branch from the injected cell ( Figure 2E ). When heterocellular coupling was detected, the 516 coupling strength was measured for each cell type combination to yield a coupling matrix ( Figure 2G ). 517
The directionality of both vascular cell coupling and vasomotor response propagation was assessed 518 using a directionality index (DI), a ratio between magnitude of upstream vs. downstream bias. DI values 519 >1 indicate a bias towards the feeding artery. This simple approach provided a robust and reproducible 520 assessment of the response directionality bias and was not intended to discriminate between pericytes 521 and endothelial cell involvement. 
Two-photon assessment of calcium dynamics, vasomotor response and blood flow 540
Retinal quadrants attached to a filter were transferred to a recording chamber on the stage of an upright 541 ThorLabs Bergamo II two-photon microscope with a tunable femtosecond TI sapphire laser. GCamp6f, 542 23 Evans Blue and DsRed were simultaneously excited at 920 nm. Evans Blue was used to visualize 543 blood vessels and was i.p. injected in the living mouse 30 min prior to dissection 30 . Vasomotor response 544 was induced by an electrode as described above. Movies were taken at 15 fps rate. All data were 545 analyzed in ImageJ. 546
For the blood flow assessment, intraperitoneal injection of 100 l (100 g/ml) Evans Blue was done 30 547 min prior to measurements to visualize blood plasma. The animal was anesthetized with a mixture of 548 150 mg/kg ketamine and 15 mg/kg xylazine. The pupils were dilated with 0.5% tropicamide ophthalmic 549 solution, and a coverslip was placed on each eye with GONAK ophthalmic solution. Mice were mounted 550 with SG-4N mouse head holder (Narishige) on an upright ThorLabs Bergamo II two-photon microscope. 551
Blood flow was measured under 10X super apochromatic objective with 7.77 mm working distance and 552 0.5 NA (TL10X-2P, ThorLabs, Newton, NJ). Evans Blue was illuminated with 920 nm wavelength and 553 the measurements were taken at 116 -400 frames per second rate. Blood flow was estimated as 554 number of blood cells passing through a capillary per second. 555 556 Immunohistochemistry 557 After vasomotor assessment, or pericyte tracing each sample still attached to the Biopore insert was 558 submersion-fixed in freshly prepared fixative (0.25% PFA, 4% carbodiimide in Phosphate-buffered 559 saline -PBS) for 15 minutes at room temperature. The fixed samples were washed in PBS and the 560 retinas were separated from the insert. We visualized NB overnight with streptavidin-A488, mixed with 561
To-Pro-3 Iodine (1:30000; far red, T3605, Thermo Fisher Scientific). In multi-labeling experiments, 562 wholemounts were incubated in a mixture of primary antibodies, followed by a mixture of secondary 563 antibodies. Retinal wholemounts were blocked for 10 h in PBS, containing 5% Chemiblocker 564 (Chemicon), 0.5% Triton X-100, and 0.05% sodium azide (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Primary antibodies 565 were diluted in the same solution and applied for 72 h, followed by incubation for 48 h in the appropriate 566 secondary antibody, conjugated to Alexa 488 (1:1000; green fluorescence, Molecular Probes), Alexa 567 568 (1:1000; red fluorescence, Molecular Probes), or Cy5 (1:500; far-red fluorescence, Jackson). All 568 steps were carried out at room temperature. After staining, the retinal pieces were flat mounted on a 569 24 slide, ganglion cell layer up, and coverslipped using Vectashield mounting medium (H-1000, Vector 570 Laboratories). The coverslip was sealed in place with nail polish. To avoid extensive squeezing and 571 damage to the retina, small pieces of a broken glass coverslip (number 1 size) were placed between 572 the slide and the coverslip. The primary antibodies used in this study were the following: rabbit anti-573
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